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Abstract 

The objectives for electricity-saving in the household sector created by Government of 

Indonesia are quite demanding. This study was used to encourage households (n = 884) in 

Depok, Indonesia to reduce their direct electricity use to explore the potential for achieving 

those targets. The purpose of this analysis was to find out whether the environmental attitudes 

act as a moderator between mass media exposure and interpersonal communication on 

electricity-saving behavior. The preliminary finds that mass media exposure is not directly 

related to environmental attitudes. On the other hand, interpersonal communication has 

linkages to the environmental attitudes and electricity-saving behavior among households. 

However, environmental attitudes are also believed to be one of the important factors that do 

a major role. When assessing the importance of mass media exposure and interpersonal 

communication on electricity-saving behavior, this occurs because the environmental 

attitudes was not the role of moderator. We conclude that by discussing the implications for 

the targeting of policy measures to tap the electricity-saving potential in households, it is 

necessary to examine changes in electricity-saving behavioral determinants. Communications 

cultural context of Indonesian society to change environmental attitudes and their behavior 

can use a small group communication preceded the use of mass media in furthering the 

message of energy conservation and electricity-saving. 

Keywords: Mass media exposure, Interpersonal communication, Environmental attitudes, 

Electricity-saving behavior 
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1. Introduction 

In Indonesian society, electricity-saving has not become a habit, so the electricity-saving 

campaign for household members is the idea of reform. Reform ideas will penetrate the 

households step by step or even sooner, depending on the attributes of innovation that can be 

seen in terms of impact. Basically, socialization or campaign is a way for the government to 

establish the values or attitudes of people according to the program persuasion or government 

policy. Since we are adopting new behaviors that are the result of the promotion of the 

community-based social idea, it is necessary to use more than one communication channels to 

boost social diffusion (Darley & Beniger, 2010). It will result in people adopting energy 

efficient innovation because they have made a commitment to accept practices based on 

information campaigns, engage in discussing innovation, encourage others to do the same 

with their behavior and increase the commitment to maintain sustainable behavior (Rogers, 

1995) according to the characteristics circumstances of the innovation and its context 

(Wejnert, 2002). 

Campaign electricity-saving reforms can be said as an idea, as have the following 

characteristics: (1) The relative benefits attained by the society, which is reducing the 

monthly payment of electricity and ensuring a sustainable supply; (2) Save energy wisely to 

save the lives of people; (3) The electricity savings program is easy to understand; (4) The 

idea of saving electricity is not difficult to try; and (5) The idea of saving electricity is used 

and communicated to others. Campaign on energy saving targets households because of their 

role to control the electricity consumption. However, households also have different 

demographic characteristics and psychological. Demographic factors include various things 

such as socio-economic status (education, occupation, and income), whereas psychological 

factors include their environmental attitude towards saving electricity, and interpersonal 

communication within the family and beyond. The different characteristics of households led 

the way toward respond different campaigns. Most of the electricity-saving information to 

associate with beliefs, attitudes, and their values. 

2. Problems Statement 

The process of development of a country often associated with the the rate of economic 

growth is to ensure a society enjoy better life. Rapid development in Indonesia requires of 

energy supplies, especially electricity, which also contributed to the increase in pollution. 

Therefore, it is necessary to determine the public information campaign towards the 

understanding, awareness, skills household members about the importance of saving 

electricity Social engagement such as this is a way to build awareness of the importance of 

electricity and the community is ready to maintain electricity supply. 

Public accessibility to the media and how a media message influence the public are 

considered important factors. (Busselle, 2001; Shrum, 2002). The society also processes 

information that they gather a different one mass media (Wyer & Radvansky, 1999). 

Information published by the mass media are not always strong, but the effect on the society 

is only moderate. This is caused by other factors such as accessibility (Busselle, 2001; 

Shapiro, 2002), and what society has done to the media (Rogers, 1995). The media can 
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provide a lot of information and ease of accessibility for the society, but more important is 

whether the information is intended to support the knowledge and competence for energy 

saving activities. 

The audience is active and had assumed a specific purpose. The most audience can accurately 

be responsible for selecting the media since they know what they need and how to fulfill it. 

Media is recognized as a way to fulfill individual needs, and across its requirements through 

the media or some other means (Littlejohn, 2002). 

Limited information conserves electricity released by the mass media to change the behavior 

of households due to the type and coverage. Public skeptic because of the credibility of the 

media and media content is also unconvincing. Public confidence is strengthened by the role 

of interpersonal communication to help disseminate the information available through mass 

media. 

Rogers et al. (1999) suggests several reasons why individual attitudes, beliefs, values, and 

behaviors are influenced by the main group or its members, namely: (1) public benefit from 

sharing ideas, attitudes, and behavior of the resource; (2) The main group consists of groups 

of reference; (3) The audience depends on the reference group to validate interpretations and 

the results. Audiences do not evaluate media information solely of the benefits of the 

information; (4) The public relies on the reference group for instructions on how to do things. 

The information media tell audiences what to do, but rarely directions on how to do it. For 

instance, electricity-saving information to inform public to conserve electricity, but does not 

tell how to save electricity, and (5) the public found the guidelines of a normative reference 

group. Media information often made to affect beliefs, attitudes and ultimately behavior of 

audiences. 

Attitude has a critical influence on the decision to accept or reject an innovation. According 

to Berelson (1952); Macnamara (2005) the success of communication is influenced by past 

experience. If past experience shows positive signs, then it will affect the attitude and 

acceptance of people and build positive behaviors and vice versa. Attitude is an influential 

factor in relation to the use of the media. Concept Tripartite Model Attitude for an 

explanation of the underlying attitude (Rosenberg & Hovland, 1960). Basic assumptions of 

this model is to determine the level of knowledge, feelings or desires of households in 

electricity-saving. Sorolla (2001), argues attitude has three dimensions, namely: a cognitive 

dimension refers to the beliefs and thought to give an assessment of an object. Affective 

dimensions that affect people's feelings. As well, the attitude has dimensions that determine 

the behavior and habits of one's actions. Attitudes also have several characteristics, namely: 

tendency, intensity, breadth, consistency and spontaneity (Schwarz & Bohner, 2001).  

Persuasion theory is used to underlying explanation audience behavior (Ajzen, 1998). The 

underlying assumption of this theory is the message given in the communication process can 

create a reaction that produces behavioral changes to enable the recipient to respond to the 

message. King and He (2006) proposed a study on the adoption of innovations that have used 

technology acceptance and the reason of action as theoretical models. Thus, the behavior of 

continuous electrical energy savings using combined the Technology Acceptance Model 
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(Davis, 1989), and the Theory Reason of Action (Fishbein, 1997). 

In this study, the behavior of the audience is to respond to the energy savings program; can 

predict behavioral outcomes such as saving energy saving electricity costs and build a smart 

family life. In addition, the acceptance of electronic energy-saving products described using 

the Technology Acceptance Model was introduced by Davis (1989). Assuming this model is 

beliefs of a technology will affect the behavior of the society which in turn will trigger the 

desire and ultimately led to the use of electrical technology. This belief is related to the 

technology that is easy to use and very useful. Both of these factors determine an individual's 

attitude towards the acceptance of technologies. In connection with the formation of attitudes 

toward technology adoption, it is easier for the society to be affected by the attitudes and a 

social norms viewpoint (Al-Jeraisy, 2008). The households are not always rational. Therefore, 

the existence of technology acceptance are important to consider the social aspects. Decision 

adoption and use of technology is actually often done in a collaborative or with a view to how 

they fit with, or affecting others (Venkatesh et al., 2003). Therefore, the study looks at 

environmental attitudes play a role as a moderator in the relationship between mass media 

exposure and interpersonal communication with an electricity-saving behavior of households. 

The moderator relationships can help to understand the impact of the relationship between the 

independent variables, namely, mass media exposure and interpersonal communication with 

household electricity-saving (Hayes, 2009). When all the variables significantly correlated 

mean environmental attitudes to be associated with electricity-saving behavior. The purpose 

of this research was to identify whether environmental attitudes serves as a moderator 

variable in the relationship between mass media exposure and interpersonal communication 

with electricity-saving behavior among households in Depok, Indonesia. 

3. Literature Review 

Few researchers would disagree that the foundation of media-effects research lies in the 

reliable and valid measurement of media exposure, in the extent to which audience members 

have encountered specific media messages or content (Slater, 2004). Despite the importance 

of media exposure measures to media effects research, there is still little consensus about how 

media exposure should be operationalized (Fishbein & Hornik, 2008). Similar observations, 

though on less systematic a different one, have been made in health communication 

(Romantan et. al., 2008) and political communication (Prior, 2009). The problems that 

surround the measurement of self-reported media exposure are exacerbated by two recent 

changes in people’s media environments. First, new media technologies have proliferated, 

and second, media have become increasingly mobile. In our view, the people are not only 

exposed to much more media content than ever before, but this exposure also happens nearly 

everywhere, anytime, and even simultaneously when they multi-task. For example, 80% of 

adolescents have been found to use other media while watching television (Roberts et. al., 

2005). Similarly, the majority of college students engage in multiple tasks when being on the 

Internet; they chat while playing games, or visit social network sites while emailing (Moreno 

et al., 2012). 

Basically, in terms of exposure to particular messages, researchers need to focus more 
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strongly on the advantages and disadvantages of recognition measures. Recognition is usually 

operationalized by asking respondents whether they have seen or read a particular message. 

Alternatively, a respondent could be presented with a verbal description of the message. 

Recognition measures are preferred to recall measures, both because their coding is less 

time-consuming than recall measures, and because they are less confounded with 

motivational factors, such as interest in a topic (Southwell & Langetau, 2008). Many mass 

media campaigns on electricity-saving have been implemented in the past decades. The goals 

of these campaigns are general to persuade individuals to either take personal steps to avoid 

excessive electricity consumption in households. Several aspects of mass media campaigns 

may influence their effectiveness. These can be categorized into variables related to message 

content and to message delivery. One important aspect of message content involves the 

themes used to motivate the desired behavior change. Some common motivational themes in 

mass media campaigns to reduce electricity-saving include the high cost of electricity bills; 

understand the use of electronic equipment in an efficient; provide an opportunity others 

utilize electricity; promotion of positive social norms. The actions promoted by the 

campaigns also vary, ranging from messages related to its needs or moderation to more 

specific behavioral recommendations. The degree of persuasion may be influenced by 

interactions between the message content and characteristics of the recipient (McGuire, 1989). 

For instance, motivating a response among household that initially do not view the problem 

addressed as being important or relevant to them. They may also be more persuasive to 

people who are already engaging in the desired behavior.  

A mass media campaign cannot be effective unless the target audience is exposed to, attends 

to, and comprehends its message. Two important aspects of message delivery are control over 

message placement and production quality (Keller, 1999). Control over message placement 

helps to ensure that the intended audience is exposed to the messages with sufficient 

frequency to exceed some threshold for effectiveness. It also allows for the optimal timing 

and placement of those messages. This control can only be assured with paid campaigns. 

Those that rely solely on donated public service time may attain adequate exposure,but 

message placement and frequency are ultimately left to media schedulers and station 

management; paid advertising time always gets preferential placement. Assuming that the 

target audience is adequately exposed, the high production quality of the campaign messages 

may maximize the probability that the audience will pay attention to them. High production 

quality may also improve the chances of eliciting the intended emotional impact. 

Most contemporary media-effects theories are in accord with both of these famous quotations, 

such as Klapper (1960) and McQuail (2010). Contemporary media-effects theories recognize 

that effects of media use on outcomes are conditional - that is, they do not hold equally for 

different individuals. Most media-effects theories, whether they focus on informational 

(McLeod et. al., 2009); the reinforcing spiral model (Slater, 2007), or persuasive media or 

messages (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986), acknowledge that certain conditional variables (also 

named moderating variables) increase or reduce the effects of media on individuals. 

Conditional media effects are also recognized in the critical perspective, although a different 

terminology is used to express this notion. In the critical perspective (Sternheimer, 2003), it 
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has often been emphasized that media effects research is unduly influenced by 

across-the-board effects. Audiences differ in their interpretations of media content 

(Livingstone, 1998), and these interpretations partly depend on gender, class, and age (Kim, 

2004). The factors that helped shape the new attitude is the credibility of the source and content 

of media information. McQuail (1994) said that the role of the mass media to disseminate 

information quickly and widely, to draw public attention directly, forming opinions and beliefs, 

influence behavior, sort of reality, shaping the status and legitimacy. Added by Kosicki and 

McLeod (1990) that readers, listeners, and viewers of the media have an underlying personal or 

common sense about media and its products, due to his experience with the media. 

Mass media exposure is based on the theories of media influence (Zillmann & Brosius, 2000; 

Zillmann, 2002; Shrum, 2002), basically viewed from the standpoint of processing see what 

the mass media to the community, not enough to know someone affected by media content. 

The study to see what people do with the media when receiving an idea, practice, or object that 

is delivered through communication through a social system (Rogers, 1995), incorporating a 

fundamental part of exemplification (Zillmann, 2002), and processing (Gerbner, 1998, Shrum, 

2002) to study the relationship between mass media exposure with continuous energy saving 

behavior. Studies on promoting the most effective behavioral change mainly carried in the 

community. The diffusion process is proving to be an effective process to promote sustainable 

behavior (Bender et al., 2002). The relationship between media exposure and the admissibility 

of information to change behavior among social community demonstrated a moderate effect 

(Busselle, 2001). Thus, the mass media can be used as agents of the development of a society 

(Rogers, 1995). Dissemination of information related to the process of social change, which 

consists of the discovery of the reform, diffusion, and its consequences. Pervasive innovation 

into the community groups as communicated constantly by the media development for a long 

time (Rogers, 1995). 

Selection of energy savings information through mass media audience due preference to obtain 

information relevant to their needs. This is confirmed by Severin and Tankard (2000) that the 

selection of the exposure as a person wishes to reveal himself, agreed with relevant information 

as to modify their behavior and avoid any inappropriate communication and relevant to the 

interests and attitudes (Baran & Davis, 2003). Members of the audience can choose any of the 

media that will be read, heard and seen, as well as to assess the content of the information it 

receives. While different audiences receive the same information, they will focus on specific 

issues that differ from it. The information selection of mass communication will be effective if 

the current public information received can strengthen its position (Taylor et al. 1990). The 

flow of information may take place in two stages, the information received by the audience and 

received through channels of interpersonal communication in groups, such as family, 

neighbors, close friends, and members of other groups (DeFleur & Ball Rokeach, 1989; 

Severin & Tankard, 2000). In the context of this research, the energy savings campaign is the 

idea of reform, has four key elements, namely: innovation, channel, time, and communication 

(Rogers, 1995), as closely associated with the level of consciousness, orientation, whether the 

household electricity savings can be brought into harmony in everyday life, these attempts to 

save electricity and use of fully electronic goods that save electricity in their life. 
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The research takes into account interpersonal communication as empirically role as the 

assistant disseminator of information to mass media campaigns. To understand this, Wood 

(2002) defines interpersonal communication is one way of selective, systemic, unique, and 

processes that reflect the interaction between people and build a personal knowledge of each 

other and create shared meaning and DeVito (1998) with some type of impact and some sort of 

immediate feedback. In this context, researchers have been able to test the strength of indirect 

exposure assumed that households receiving energy savings information from the mass media 

will pass it on to others. Through indirect exposure, people discuss the information received 

from mass media campaigns with other people and a wealth of knowledge, attitudes, and 

behaviours related to the campaign can indirectly channel. This study uses interpersonal 

communication effectiveness as a driver for (a) building confidence and (b), to develop 

familiarity to enable communicators to maintain and improve the perception-communicant 

communicant for his services. The important role of communication affects the confidence 

and commitment that there is no previous relationship (Duncan & Moriarty, 1998; Sharma & 

Patterson, 1999). Therefore, communication plays an important role in building confidence, 

to facilitate the sharing of information, signs, and signals. Someone who can be trusted if he 

conveys information accurately. Credibility is believed most of the evidence from a source of 

trust than distrust of the evidence (Reinard, 1988). Thus, according to Ganesan (1994); 

Ganesan & Hess (1997); Che Su (2007), interpersonal communication can be explained 

through social communication frequency; provision of information; the credibility of the trust; 

efficiency and effectiveness; charitable trust; and familiarity. 

Communication skills, such as self-assertiveness are considered conducive to the perception of 

the efficiency of interpersonal communication. It is taken from the view of Western culture. For 

the people of the East such as Japan, assertiveness is associated with the ability to provide 

customized responses to natural and social environments. In collectivist societies such as Japan 

and Indonesia too, the expression is at risk of harmony and community members are difficult 

communication behavior practiced (Barnlund & Yoshioka, 1990; Gudykunst & Nishida, 1993; 

Hirokawa & Miyahara, 1986). Gudykunst and Nishida (1993) assert himself out of personal 

motive is not an appropriate thing to do in a situation of interpersonal collectivist society. On 

the other hand, does not state clearly what you have in mind is a sign of strength, maturity and 

social competence in Asian cultures. To study the dimensions of interpersonal communication, 

researcher tried to take the understanding of the integration of the relationship (Knapp, 1984), 

relations with (Barnes, 2001), the effectiveness of interpersonal communication (Duncan & 

Moriarty, 1998; Sharma & Patterson, 1999; Takai & Ota, 1994), credibility (Reinard, 1988), 

trust (Ganesan, 1994; Ganesan & Hess, 1997); Statement sense of refinement and sensitivity 

(Barnlund & Yoshioka, 1990; Gudykunst & Nishida, 1993, 1994; Hamaguchi, 1990). 

Many Scholars defines that attitude is a consistent tendency of things (ideas, objects, people, 

situations), either positive or negative, which involves cognitive, affective and conative. 

Attitude is closely related to the opinions, beliefs and is based on their experiences. Despite 

substantial evidence that construct cognitive affects how people attitude toward objects, 

communication effects have received relatively little attention within social psychology. 

Regardless of whether or not change the physical or social world, the attitude derived through 
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experience and affect a person's behavior is widely accepted within the field of psychology. 

According to Fishbein (1997), attitude is a complex system and consists of the beliefs to 

object, feelings towards the object and a tendency to act closely linked to objects. Overall 

experience was to the attitude that involves cognitive, affective and behavioral. Hogg and 

Vaughan (2004), argues feeling or attitude as positive or negative evaluation of people, 

objects or issues, whereas, De Matos et al. (2007) argues that attitude contribution variation 

toward intention to act is influenced by the variation belief change of subjective norm.  

Attitude is an important factor that will affect individual decisions. Formation of attitude 

describes the relationship between beliefs, attitudes and behaviors. Individual belief is 

knowledge of an object, attributes and benefits. Knowledge is useful in communicating an 

object attribute on the individual. Basically, Rosenberg and Hovland (1960); Sorolla (2001), 

argued that attitude founded three components, i.e.: affective, cognitive and behavioral. The 

affective component includes positive and negative individual emotions toward an object, 

which is how feeling someone against it. Cognitive component refers to beliefs and ideas that 

was held by someone with something object. Whereas component behavior consists of 

tendency or intends to act on specific behavior that related to attitude. Based on their findings, 

Berelson (1952 argue that success of communication is actually influenced by experience. 

Therefore, attitude is the most important element in relation to use media. 

There are two different views about attitude, which is the tripartite view and one-dimensional 

view (Lutz, 1991). In the view, tripartite attitude is seen as a construct that has three 

components, i.e. knowledge or cognitive, feelings or affective, and actions or conative. 

Cognitive component refers to the faith or one's belief to object. Affective component also 

related to emotional reaction to objects. Meanwhile, conative describe intentions or behavior 

of the object. The three components of attitude is an integral part of an attitude. 

One-dimensional view holds that, the three components (cognitive attitude, affective, and 

konatif) is one-dimensional components that is self. In one-dimensional views, each 

component has a distinctive dimension (Fazio, 1990; Manstead, 1996), where cognitive 

components (think) affect to affective (feeling) and affective components influences to 

conative components (actions), conative components or intention behave not influenced by 

affective components only, but also by other attributes (Ilfeld & Winer, 2002). According to 

Manstead (1996), to maximize the relationship between attitudes and behaviors, it is important 

to follow the principle of compatibility. It can be said that they are correlated with each other if 

they are compatible to action performed, object at which the action is directed, context in which 

the action takes place and time at when it takes place. For example, in Theory of Planned 

Behavior, factors affecting intention to behave, in addition, affective component of attitude, is 

also influenced by subjective norms and perceived behavioral control (Ajzen, 1991). 

Meanwhile, intention behave in accordance with the assumption in Technology Acceptance 

Model, while influenced by the affective component of attitude, is also influenced by the 

perception of the usefulness (Davis et al., 1989). 

According to Fishben (1997) to understand and predict relationship between attitude and 

behavior is in line with describing relationship between belief, attitude and behavior. Belief 
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was found influenced by the attitude towards behavior; subjective norm; and perceived 

behavioral control. All three of these components affect intention to behave. Previous studies 

show a relationship between subjective norms and intentions (Teo & Lee, 2010), while others 

found that subjective norms are predictors of intention in different areas (Chan & Lu, 2004; 

Koklic & Vida, 2011). Subjective norms also involve (a) trust behavior - what determines the 

default, which is behavior that is expected by others, and (b) motivation to obey behavior 

expected. Therefore, measurement attitude needs to take into account three aspects to 

describe a complete picture about attitudes to subject.  

Behavior is determined by the specific motives. Behavior components were directed behavior 

attitude, subjective norm, and intention to behave. An action will be performed when the 

benefit itself, social norms applicable give a favorable attitude and behavioral control are 

appreciated. In adopting innovations both internal factors, such as attitudes and intentions, and 

external factors, such as the reference group, an important factors influence behavior (Koklic & 

Vida, 2011). According to Ajzen (1998) intention is affect by attitude directs behavior, 

subjective norms, and acceptance control behavior. Belief components interact that determine 

also motives to behave. Other factors that determine behavior is behavior control. 

Energy saving behavior did not come true, if household receive enough information from 

mass media do not have positive attitude toward saving electricity. Attitude also identified 

can influence individual behavior, if attitude to provide benefits for themselves and instead 

negative when harm them. To identify various factors, which simplifies relationship between 

attitude and behavior, factors that can be found to improve consistency of attitude and 

behavior, for instance, is direct experience related to attitude object (Fazio & Olson, 2003), 

and accessibility attitude (Fazio, 1990). Previous research assumed indirect effects of 

behavior is mediated by values, attitudes, and beliefs. In fact, empirical research study 

reported the results of which are not always consistent between attitudes and behavior (Van 

Liere & Dunlap, 1981). This situation draws attention to put environmental attitudes as the 

moderator in the relationship between mass media exposure and interpersonal communication 

with electricity-saving behavior among households. Therefore, the moderator relationship 

helps to understand when there is a certain effect. Fazio and Williams (1986) believe that 

high consistency of group more accessible is a function of attitude stability. Accessibility can 

be achieved through quick reaction as rated by respondents. Attitude is accessible linked to 

process selected information and even selective attention (Fazio, 1990; Roskos Ewoldson & 

Fazio, 1992).  

In studies on issues such as electricity energy saving, environmental psychology research 

previously mainly focuses attention to the environment as a predictor of behavior or attitude 

towards environment (Van Liere & Dunlap, 1981; Chan & Holzer, 1990; Grob, 1995). 

Unfortunately, there are some types of ecological behaviour without such relationship (e.g., 

Auhagen & Neuberger, 1994; Fuhrer & Wolfing, 1997), and at least two studies show that the 

relation is rather small (Van Liere & Dunlap, 1981, Dunlap et. al., 2000). The assumption that 

changes in attitudes and beliefs done by educating and provide enough information to change 

behavior of households to save electricity. 
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Information quality is measured from it helps to be reminded (Rholes & Pryor, 1982; Morris 

& Peng, 1994). An important factor in attitude and opinion is accessibility concept. Grant, 

Mockabee and Monson (2010) viewed idea campaign and accessibility and result of effect 

these ideas. Availability attitude interpreted as a possible attitude would instantly be activated 

from memory when object is found (Fazio, 1990). Accessibility statement can be seen from 

the effects of attitudes and opinions. It can be said that accessibility refers to short-term 

contextual factors or basis only. The difference of attitude according to Fazio et. al., (1986), 

because attitude affects to behavior with information filtering and create the perception, 

whereas strengthening attitude or neutralise effects of attitude toward behavior (Petty & 

Krosnick, 1995).  

Fazio (1990) suggest a different perspective to understand process of technology adoption 

through strength attitude effect. This perspective can explain role attitude in order to use the 

system in process of adoption and to obtain a logical explanation why many previous studies 

on technology adoption often failed to find a role attitude in technology used. One more 

important thing, it was found that attitudes important role and attitude strength in technology 

adoption. Investigation proceeds could begin to consider factors that affect strength of 

attitude with purpose of avoiding a situation where technology is accepted but not used.  

Rosenberg and Hovland (1960) introduce attitude approach through Tripartite model. This 

model put components affective, cognitive, and conative in sequential hierarchy factors of 

first stage to next level to establish concept of attitude. Attitudes towards an object serves as 

an intermediary between response and object. Response consists of a response to cognitive, 

affective, and connative closely related to three components of attitude. Sympathetic response 

is individual activities to respond to emotional situations and emotional behavior symptoms. 

Perceptual response is individual responses to certain stimuli that strong intensity. This 

response begins from past experience and belief that belongs to. 

Tripartite Attitude Model (Rosenberg & Hovland, 1960) is applied in this study, which is 

households with cognitive feeling and positive attitude to object, and then would tend to 

support attitude object. Degree of support to attitude object among households varies between 

one another. Individual cognitive component can indicate strongly agree, agree or neutral 

against saving electricity idea. Similarly, individual feeling shows vary rate. Individual 

actions undertaken in a spirit different from one individual to the other. A positive attitude 

toward household electrical energy saving has a different between one another. This condition 

affect degree households energy saving behavior. 

Application Model Rosenberg and Hovland (1960) and Model Process Attitude - Behavior 

Fazio (1990) can be described that households have cognitive feelings and positive attitude to 

object, and it will be likely to support attitude object. The degree of attitude support of 

varying each other. Individual cognitive component individuals can show strongly agree, 

agree or neutral against saving electricity energy idea. Similarly, feeling individual shows the 

rate to vary. This situation also impact to degree electricity-saving behavior. 

The context study of behavior for saving electricity assumed by Technology Acceptance 

Model (TAM), Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA), and Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB). 
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Over the past decade, researchers have been using TAM for investigation in technology 

adoption. This model sequence from a pioneer Ajzen and Fishbein who introduced TRA. 

TAM has been trying to predict and explain the functions of a system that puts perceived 

usefulness / PU and perceived ease-of-use / PEOU as two important components in 

technology adoption. 

Theory of Reasoned Action was adapted from Fishbein's legacy (Fishbein, 1997; Ajzen, 

2012) . This theory is designed to take fundamental attitude predict all forms of behavior. In 

TRA, behavior is influenced by attitudes and subjective norms. The focus of TRA base on the 

three-stage process, which is: beliefs, intentions and actions of their components along with. 

TRA have added perceived behavioral control as determine to individual behavioral intention. 

Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1991) assumes that behavior is determined by 

behavioral beliefs, normative beliefs, control beliefs, attitudes guide behavior, subjective 

norms, acceptance control behavior, intention towards behavior and indirectly by power 

factor control. TPB has been applied and validated in a large number of studies (refer to e.g., 

Chang, 1998; Hansen et al., 2004) but has also been subject to criticism. TPB assumes that 

individuals actively develop an attitude towards the considered behavior. Therefore, 

according to Ajzen (1991), that relationship of intentions in performing a behavior can be 

understood through the TPB. TRA and TPB have been practiced and valid in most learning 

(Ajzen, 1991; Chang, 1998). TRA is fundamental to the relationship between the two 

components, namely perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, attitude, intention and 

behavior using technology (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980, 2004). 

Researchers such as Davis (1989) have used the Technology Acceptance Model to investigate 

technology adoption, particularly information systems. TAM main goal is to provide a basis 

for studying external factors effect on beliefs, attitudes, and goals of users. The TAM main 

strength is its relationship: intentions to use a technology influence usage behavior, and 

perceived usefulness (PU) and perceived ease of use (PEOU) determine intentions to use.  

Technology Acceptance Model has received considerable attention of researchers in the 

technology acceptance field over the past decade. In the Technology Acceptance Model, there 

are two determinants including perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use (Davis, 1989). 

Perception usefulness is to what extent someone to believe that using certain system will 

improve its work performance and perceived ease of use as "degrees that use technology will 

be free of effort. Both perception it will affect individual attitudes toward technology 

adoption whereas attitudes and perceptions usefulness will predict intention to direct 

individuals behavior. Perceived usefulness is main factor whereas perception easy of use is 

second factor that determines technology adoption. Perception ease of use has a positive 

effect on the perception of technology adoption through perceived usefulness.  

Study Szajna (1996) also find that all empirical study related to technology adoption has 

supported hypothesis perceived usefulness is directly related to technology adoption. A 

critique of a number of shortcomings with the TAM and points to specific remedies in each 

case. Bagozzi (2007) describes that a model for the purposes of providing a principle for a 

paradigm shift, a decision-making core (goal desire, goal intention, action desire, action 
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intention) that is grounded in basic decision making processes of a universal nature. The 

decision core also contains a mechanism for self-regulation that moderates the effects of 

desires on intentions. the decision-making core are a number of causes and effects of 

decisions and self-regulatory reasoning, with the purpose of introducing potential contingent, 

contextual for understanding decision-making. 

Study Venkatesh et al. (2003) against technology adoption can be achieved if the role group 

or social aspects are not ignored. Benefits of human behavior characterized by individual act. 

Decision on acceptance and use of technology is often done in a collaborative or with 

purpose to how they fit. TRA has become advanced theory of TAM. Fishbein and Ajzen 

(1975) has been researched relationship between belief, attitude and behavior which in turn 

has developed a structural model attitude. According to TRA, decision is best treatment to 

predict intention and intention is to refer to attitude and subjective norm. In summary, TRA 

proposes that individual beliefs affect individual attitude and intention form which will 

develop behavior. TRA model based on two main factors determine behavior intentions, 

which is attitude toward behavior and subjective norm. Attitude toward behavioral refers to 

whether assessment of a behavior is good or bad. Subjective norms shows social influence 

whether affect someone either implement a behavior or not. 

Based on TRA model, the attitude was a function of belief. In general, a person who believe 

that implementation of behavior will bring positive results and this will lead to have a good 

attitude leads behavior or vice versa. For example, a person who believe that save electricity 

will be give good in day-to-day lives, they will form a positive attitude and so on influence to 

save energy electricity. Whereas subjective norms also is a function of normative beliefs. In 

other words, the individual who is affected by social conditions around it so that implement 

something behavior, they will carry out such behavior and vice versa. For example, a person 

will be ready for save energy electricity if social conditions, such as household round about, 

were the best friends and relatives says that save energy electricity will bring goodness. 

According to TRA model, subjective norms are determined by the reference group and 

motivation someone according to own beliefs. Intention is a key determinant of behavior. 

Intentions is considered to describe attitude direct behavior and subjective norms. TRA 

concern about rational, feelings and systematic behavior (Chang, 1998). A behavior is 

determined by specific motives through a logical way (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). A critical 

issue in the behavior saving electricity energy research is a household can take decisions on 

consumption of electricity not only from the point of view that beneficial economic and 

family welfare but also the environment. Meanwhile, diffusion of information tend to be 

voluntary, and communicative to engage in the behaviors (Held, 1993; Kim & Choi, 2005). 

Behavioral reasons is not only emphasized on rational behavior, but also an action under 

cognition control. It can be argued that household members attitude will affect their behavior. 

Positive attitude to use electricity taken through process of rational decision. Energy saving 

behavior influenced also by subjective norms, i.e. belief that action performed in with society 

norms. An attitude leads to behavior and subjective norms that arouse electricity-saving 

intentions. Intention is a function of attitude towards behavior and perception against social 

pressure to do or not to do actions. Someone will take action if it is believed to act positively, 
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and other people assume that act to be done.  

It is known that control behavior distinct individuals one another. Consequently, that TRA 

(Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975) and later modified by Ajzen (1991) became TPB, which considers 

concept of desire. TPB is an extension of TRA, which is with addition variable perceived 

behavioral control. According to Chau et. al., (2001) besides behavioral and subjective norm, 

to describe situations where individuals have no control over behavior. Even Chau and Hu 

(2002) TPB integrates with TAM, and recommended behavior is measured by three indicators, 

namely the ability, knowledge, and resources available. In comparison with TRA, TPB has 

added perceived behavioral control/PBC) to determine individual behavioral intention. TRA 

and TPB have been put into practice and valid in most learning (Ajzen, 1991; Chang, 1998). 

TRA is basis on relationship between two components which is perceived usefulness, 

perceived ease of use, attitudes, intentions and behavior using technology (Ajzen & Fishbein, 

1980). 

Perception refers to control behavior response someone against internal or external obstacles 

during do something behavior (Ajzen, 1998). Ajzen and Madden (1986) has distinguished 

internal perception control and perception external control behavior. Internal control is a 

factor related to carriage individuals, including information held by a person such as skills, 

ability, emotions and behavior concerns imposition something specific (Ajzen, 1988). 

External control factor is to determine how far situation makes it easier for or interfere with 

their performance of behavior (Ajzen, 1988), because this specification is critical to 

achievement TPB and distinction behavior will be influenced by a set control factors 

(Flannery & May, 2000). In addition, Ajzen and Madden (1986) also noted perception 

behavioral control as individual perception of the presence or lack of the necessary resources 

or opportunity, is required to perform a behavior.  

TPB has become one of the foundations of the TRA to prove success in predicting human 

behavior across various information technology (Ajzen, 1991, 2001). Personality has become 

moderators to TPB. Referred to differences personality dimensions with a tendency to show a 

consistent way of thinking, feeling and action and thus be hypothesized to represent an 

influence on the cultural phenomenon, behavior and life (Allik & McCrae, 2004; McCrae et 

al., 2004). 
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Figure 1. Integration Theory of Planned Behavior and Technology Acceptance Model for 

Research on Electricity-Saving Behavior 

4. Research Method 

The quantitative method used in this research. A set of questionnaires used to collect data on the diffusion of 

electricity-savings innovations among households in Depok Municipality, Indonesia. The 

instruments used to measure the constructs in this research are adapted from the previous 

study to ensure the content validity. Six indicators were used measure mass media exposure, 

namely (i) the frequency of the information published media; (ii) credibility and the 

credibility of the information content communicators / media; (iii) the accessibility of reading 

newspapers, listening to radio and watching television; (iv) the selection information; (v) the 

diffusion of information; and (vi) the effectiveness. Five indicators were used to measure 

interpersonal communication, namely (i) frequency; (ii) familiarity; (iii) trust; (iv) efficiency; 

and (v) the effectiveness. Three indicators used to measure environmental attitude, namely (i) 

cognitive, including knowledge; thoughts; trust; ideas and facts; (ii) affective includes 

motivations and feelings. Feeling it contains elements of respect, appreciate or sympathetic, 

contempt, fear; and (iii) connative, direction to act in a certain way, so that its behavior in line 

with attitudes. Whereas six indicators were used measure electricity-savings behavior, namely 

(i) the perception of the usefulness; (ii) perceived ease of use; (iii) attitudes directed behavior; 

( iv) subjective norms; (v) control the behavior of the people indulging in the practice; and (vi) 

the intention of saving electricity. All items were measured using a Likert scale. A pilot study using a 

sample of 60 households in Depok, Indonesia, from 14 to 16 January 2009. The reliability of the test pilots 

ranged from .81 to .94 which are sufficient for research purposes (Sekaran, 2005). The number of 

population (N) in this study is 37,257 units. To obtain a sample size, the researcher used the 

Schedule Herbert & Colton (Creswell, 2003), at 99.7% degree of confidence and p: q = 0.5:0.5 

and scale samples in the standard error ± 5%. Obtained a total sample was 884 people. A survey 

was carried out by taking one month, from July 15 until August 13, 2009, in the District of 
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Cimanggis, Depok, Indonesia. 

5. Analysis and Results 

5.1 Demographic Characteristics 

The study was based on data collected through questionnaires answered by 884 respondents. 

A total of 87.7% of households were male and 12.1% female. As many as 73.9% of 

respondents who graduated senior high school, while 9.5% junior high school. There is a total 

of 18% holds the diploma, 10.2% graduated with a Bachelor's degree. A total of 2.1% post 

graduate degrees and 1.0% have a doctoral degree. 

A total of 50.8% respondents is private sector employees, while 15.4% is their own business. 

There is a total of 12.6 percent were merchants, a total of 10.7% government employees, 

7.7% corporate officers and 2.8% rest of the army / police. It was found that the majority 

(66.2%) respondents chose television as the most source of information, while 24.5% 

respondents chose newspapers and 9.3% for radio as a source of information. 

5.2 Model Relationship Mass Media Exposure, Interpersonal Communication, Environmental 

Attitudes and Electricity-Saving Behavior 

The hypotheses were tested using Structural Equation Modeling (SEM). SEM methods 

chosen to confirm the relationship of independent variables on the dependent variables 

simultaneously. Hypothesis testing using SEM to determine suitability of the models and 

items used in the study through an absolute test of goodness-of-fit. According to Hair et al. 

(2006) there are six tests that need to be done and the model that should be considered to 

reach the stage of absolute goodness-of-fit, when four of the six tests indicate that the model 

has reached the stage of absolute goodness-of-fit. 

The results of SEM methods showed that the absolute goodness-of-fit test six of the good and 

meets the suitability of the model, namely: the value of the likelihood ratio chi-square 

statistic 3.18 (df = 7, p = .07); GFI = 1; RMSEA = .05; AGFI = .98; CFI = .97 and NFI = 0.95. 

Therefore, this model is declared eligible to be used as a tool to confirm the theory that has 

been formed based on observational data (see Table 1). 

Table 1. Goodness-of-Fit Structural Equation Modeling of the practice Mass media exposure, 

Interpersonal communication, Environmental attitudes between Electricity- Saving Behavior 

Model Df 
 (p) 

GFI RMSEA AGFI CFI NFI 

Mass media exposure, Interpersonal communication, 

Environmental attitudes and Electricity-saving behavior 

7 3.18 

(.07) 

 1 .05 .98 .97 .95 

Note: GFI= Goodness-of-fit index, RMSEA= Root mean square error of approximation, AGFI= Adjusted 

goodness of fit index, CFI= Comparative fit index, NFI= normed fit index 

**p < .05 

Next, to determine the structural relationship between mass media exposure, interpersonal 

communication, environmental attitude and electricity-saving behavior can be seen from the 
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path coefficient between dependent variables used in this study. The relationship between 

mass media exposure to electricity-saving behavior is not significant, as indicated by the 

value of p is .13> .05. Furthermore, there is a positive relationship between interpersonal 

communication with electricity-saving behavior indicated by the value of p is .00 <.05. The 

relationship between environmental attitudes and electricity-saving behavior and 

environmental attitudes to interpersonal communication with the .00 p <.05, two relationships 

are significant, The correlation between environmental attitudes and mass media exposure 

was not significant (p-value of .09> .05). Therefore, the relationship between mass media 

exposure and interpersonal communication is significant (p .09 <.05). 

Referring to Figure 2, the coefficient between the mass media exposure and electricity-saving 

behavior, is -.05, between interpersonal communication and electricity-saving behavior is .18, 

between environmental attitudes and electricity-saving behavior is .20, between 

environmental attitudes and mass media exposure is .04, between environmental attitudes and 

interpersonal communication is .08 and mass media exposure and interpersonal 

communication is .16. All ties are used to test the hypothesis established in this study. 

 

Figure 2. Results of a structural model 

5.3 Environmental Attitudes as a Moderator Relationships between Mass Media Exposure, 

Interpersonal Communication and Electricity-Saving Behavior 

The relationship between environmental attitudes and mass media exposure are not 

significant, as shown by the p-value is .09> .05 and regression coefficient of .04. This means 

that a person's environmental attitudes have not changed since the electricity-saving 

information from the media. Furthermore, the relationship between environmental attitudes 

and interpersonal communication is significant, as shown by the p .00 <.05 and regression 

coefficient of .08. This indicates a positive correlation between environmental attitudes and 

interpersonal communication. Environmental attitudes have a significant relationship with 

electricity-saving behavior, which is indicated by the value p .00 <.05 with beta coefficient 
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was .20. This shows that there is a positive relationship between environmental attitudes and 

electricity-saving behavior (Table 2). 

Table 2. Environmental Attitudes as moderator relationship between mass media exposure, 

interpersonal communication and electricity-saving behavior 

Moderator Variable Independent/dependent Variables S.E. C. R. P 

 Mass Media Exposure .04 1.70 .09 

The Environmental Attitudes Interpersonal Communication .08 3.43 .00 ** 

 Electricity-saving Behavior .20 3.69 .00 ** 

Note: CR= Critical Ratio 

** P < .05 

The study found that the relationship between environmental attitudes and mass media exposure 

is not significant, while the correlation between environmental attitudes and interpersonal 

communication is significant. It was also found that environmental attitudes are influenced 

indirectly by the mass media exposure through interpersonal communication. Interpersonal 

communication has a direct relationship with the environmental attitudes, both of which have a 

direct relationship with the household electricity-saving behavior. Therefore, we can conclude 

environmental attitudes do not act as moderator relationship between mass media exposure, 

interpersonal communication and electricity-saving behavior. Furthermore, it can be said that 

the hypothesis was not supported. 

6. Discussion and Conclusions 

Studies suggest that environmental attitudes do not serves as the moderator of the relationship 

between mass media exposure and interpersonal communication with household 

electricity-saving behavior. The results of this research show there is no relationship between 

environmental attitudes and mass media exposure. There is also no relationship between mass 

media exposure and electricity-saving behavior. 

This study provides environmental attitudes has a significant relationship with an 

electricity-saving behavior of households. The environmental attitudes are not acting as a 

moderator relationship between mass media exposure, interpersonal communication, and 

household electricity-saving behavior. However, certain effects of environmental attitudes 

indicators consistent with the household electricity-saving behavior. 

Thus, the interpersonal communication indicators has a strong role to change the household 

electricity-saving behavior, its main consumer confidence indicator and the frequency. All 

indicators, interpersonal communication is identified integrate personal relationships with 

each other. Familiarity happened because both sides want to hear, exchange ideas, sharing 

their feelings and want to understand what is being said. Faith exists when couples 

communicate like to understand the views, feelings, attitudes and behavior of each other. 

Communication skills were built for the purpose of discussion or exchange ideas with others 

fit to social norms that exist, for this skill will give their perception to others against 
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themselves. A society with a strong adherence to the one can observe fine, comply with the 

social norms are regarded as mature, competent, practiced hierarchy and respect for authority 

(Barnlund & Yoshioka, 1990; Gudykunst & Nishida, 1993; Hirokawa & Miyahara, 1986; Che 

Su, 2007). Interpersonal communication determines to sharing knowledge and skills that are 

useful for both (Fiske & Taylor, 1991; Young & Perrewe, 2000). Sharing knowledge and 

skills means that skill using knowledge and ability that can increase energy saving. This 

communication that the practice was carried out actively, and open to improve the attitudes 

and behavior (Jacobs et al., 2004). 

In its entirety, the results of this research shows the elements of mass media exposure, 

interpersonal communication, and environmental attitudes have an impact on the behavior of 

electricity-saving among households. Further research can be done with respect to qualitative 

research methods to understand more deeply about the role of environmental attitudes toward 

government campaign. 
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